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ABSTRACT: Any Tall building can vibrate in both the directions of “along wind” and “across wind” caused by 

the flow of wind. Modern Tall buildings designed to satisfy lateral drift requirements, still may oscillate 

excessively during wind storm. These oscillations can cause some threats to the Tall building as buildings with 

more and more height becomes more vulnerable to oscillate at high speed winds. Sometimes these oscillations 

may even cause discomfort to the occupants even if it is not in a threatening position for the structural damage. 

So an accurate assessment of building motion is an essential prerequisite for serviceability. There are few 

approaches to find out the Response of the Tall buildings to the Wind loads.  

Wind is a perceptible natural motion of air relative to earth surface,especially in the form of air current blowing 

in a particular direction. The major harmful aspect which concern to civil engineering structures is that, it will 

load any and every object that comes in its way. Wind blows with less speed in rough terrain and higher speed in 

smooth terrain. This paper presents story drift, storey shear, and support reactions that occur in different storey 

Buildings (Low Rise Buildings, Medium Rise Buildings, and High Rise Buildings) due to wind in different 

terrain category. Totally12 models for G+5, G+10 and G+15 are analyzed using ETABSv9.7.4 package. Present 

work provides a good source of information about variation in drift, shear with change in height of model, 

percentage change in drift, shear of same model in different terrain category. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1.GENERAL 

Wind has two aspects. The first beneficial one is that its energy can be utilized to generate power, sail boats and cool 

down the temperature on a hot day.The other a parasitic one is that it loads any and every object that comes in its 

way. The latter is the aspect an engineer is concerned with, since the load caused has to be sustained by a structure 

with the specified safety. All civil and industrial structures above ground have thus to be designed to resist wind 

loads. This introductory note is concerning the aspect of wind engineering dealing with civil engineering structures. 

1.2.ESTIMATION OF WIND LOAD ON BUILDINGS: 

Wind load on a Tall building can be determined by: 

1. Analytical Method given in the code IS 875: part 3-1987 which is given by A.G.Davenport(1967). The 

analytical method is usually acceptable for a building with regular shape and size and is almost based on the 

geometric properties of the building and without incorporating the effects of the nearby buildings. 

2. Secondly the Estimation of Wind Load through Wind tunnel testing with as called building model used. In 

Wind Tunnel Testing for the structural design the Dynamic analysis of the scaled model building is done with 

Balendra’sapproach(1997)and for the cladding design the Surface Pressure Measurement analysis with Pressure 

Measurement system is done. Also the effects of the nearby buildings have been taken into consideration as the 

Interference effects on the buildings in a same procedure being used for an isolated building model. 

1.3. TERRAIN  
Selection of terrain categories shall be made with due regard to the effect of obstructions which constitute the 

ground surface roughness. The terrain category used in the design of a structure may vary depending on the direction 

of wind under consideration. Wherever sufficient meteorological information is available about the wind direction, 

the orientation of any building or structure may be suitably planned.  
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Terrain in which a specific structure stands shall be assessed as being one of the following terrain categories: 

A. TERRAIN CATEGORY 1 

Exposed open terrain with few or no obstructions and in which the average height of any object surrounding the 

structure is less than 1.5 m 

Open terrain, open country or open ground is terrain which is mostly flat and free of obstructions such as trees and 

buildings. Examples include farmland, grassland and specially cleared areas such as an airport.  

. 

 
Fig1 OPEN GROUNDFig2.OPEN AREA 

B. TERRAIN CATEGORY 2 

Open terrain with well scattered obstructions having heights generally between 1.5 to 10 m 

Forest terrain can be divided into three categories: sparse, medium, and dense.An immense forest could have all 

three categories within its borders, with more sparse terrain at the outer edge of the forest and dense forest at its 

heart. The Table below describes in general terms how likely it is that a given square has a terrain element in it. 

           

Table1:Types of trees &undergrowth differences in sparse ,medium, dense 

  

Sparse 

 

Medium 

 

    Dense 

Typical trees 50% 70% 80% 

Massive trees - 10% 20% 

Light undergrowth 50% 70% 50% 

Heavy undergrowth - 20% 50% 

 

 

Fig3.Terrain category 2 

TERRAIN CATEGORY 3 

Terrain with numerous closely spaced obstructions having the size of building-structures up to 10 m in height with 

or without a few isolated tall structures. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farmland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grassland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airport
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Fig4. Terrain category3 

TERRAIN CATEGORY 4 

Terrain with numerous large high closely spaced obstructions. 

 
Fig5. Terrain category 4 

 

1.4.OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Following are the main objectives of the work: 

1. The main objective of the present work is to study the effect and variation of wind pressure for three categories 

of buildings Low Rise Buildings, Medium Rise Buildings, and High Rise Buildings for different terrain 

categories. 

2. In the present study the variations of the wind pressure on typical multi-storied Buildings will be obtained  by 

dynamic analysis method as given by the draft code IS-875 part 3  

3. In the present work, multistory buildings of 6storey, 11storey and 16storey will be modeled for different Terrain 

categories i.e. Terrain categories 1, Terrain categories 2, Terrain categories 3, Terrain categories 4. 

4. The analysis of the building will be carried out using ETABSV9.7.4. Using the dynamic analysis method. 

5. The results from the models (story drift, story shear) are compared in different types of story buildings (low, 

medium, high rise buildings) for different terrain categories. 

 

2 .LITERATURE REVIEW 

Holmes and Lewis (1986, 1987 and 1989)Performed extensive experimental work onthe fluctuating pressure 

measurements using a small diameter connecting tube totransmit the pressure from the connecting point, or tap, to 

the pressure transducer. Theirauthentic work has provided sufficient guidelines to develop a range near 

optimumsystems for the measurement of fluctuating pressure on models of the buildings in windtunnels. In the 

present study the choice of tubing system for pressure measurements islargely based on the work of Holmes and 

Lewis (1987). 
Whitbread (1963) Presented an account of various flow parameters required to bematched in the wind tunnels and 

concluded that Jensen’s (1958) model law providedsatisfactory answers using floor roughening devices. 

Fujimoto et al. (1975) Tested a 1:400 scaled aero elastic mod el of rectangular tallbuilding (1:1.2:3.75) in smooth 

flow and two boundary layer flows. Values of alongwind and across wind response are presented versus reduced 

velocity and a relationshipis established. Experimental gust factors are compared with Davenport (1967). A four 

mass model was also tested in natural wind, and contribution of higher modes isreported to be negligible on 

displacements and about 10% on accelerations 

Peter A. Irwin (2010)Studied the procedure for determining wind pressures on the exteriorcladding of tall 

buildings. The methods used in a pressure model study are reviewedincluding measurement system frequency 

response, the determination of peak pressurecoefficients, combining wind tunnel and meteorological data and 

evaluating internalpressures. In addition, an assessment is made of the uncertainties involved in windtunnel testing 

as compared with using building code methods. 
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Holmes and Lewis (1989) Performed extensive experimental work onthe fluctuating pressure measurements using a 

small diameter connecting tube totransmit the pressure from the connecting point, or tap, to the pressure transducer. 

Theirauthentic work has provided sufficient guidelines to develop a range near optimumsystems for the 

measurement of fluctuating pressure on models of the buildings in windtunnels. In the present study the choice of 

tubing system for pressure measurements islargely based on the work of Holmes and Lewis (1987). 

 

3.EFFECT OF WIND LOAD ON BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES 

 

3.1. NATURE OF WIND IN ATMOSPHERE 

In general, wind speed in the atmospheric boundary layer increases with height from zero at ground level to a 

maximum at a height called the gradient height. There is usually a slight change in direction (Ekman effect) but this 

is ignored in the Code. The variation with height depends primarily on the terrain conditions. However, the wind 

speed at any height never remains constant and it has been found convenient to resolve its instantaneous magnitude 

into an average or mean value and a fluctuating component around this average value. The average value depends on 

the averaging time employed in analyzing the meteorological data and this averaging time can be taken to be from a 

few seconds to several minutes. The magnitude of fluctuating component of the wind speed, which represents the 

gustiness of wind, depends on the averaging time. Smaller the averaging interval, greater is the magnitude of the 

wind speed. 

 

3.2. BASIC WIND SPEED: 
Figure6 gives basic wind speed map of India, as applicable at 10 m height above mean ground level for different 

zones of the country. Basic wind speed is based on peak gust speed averaged over a short time interval of about 3 

seconds and corresponds to 10m height above the mean ground level in an open terrain (Category 2). Basic wind 

speeds presented in Fig.6.have been worked out for a 50-year return period. 

 
Fig 6.Basic wind speed in m/s (based on 50 year return period) 

 

3.3. Design Wind Speed (Vz)  

The basic wind speed for any site shall be obtained from Fig. 1 and shall be modified to include the following 

effects to get design wind speed, Vz at any height, Z for the chosen structure: (a) Risk level, (b) Terrain roughness 

and height of structure, (c) Local topography, and (d) Importance factor for the cyclonic region. It can be 

mathematically expressed as follows: 

Vz = VbK1K2K3K4 

Where Vz = design wind speed at any height z in m/s,  

                                                                                       K1=probability factor (risk coefficient) 
                                                                                        K2=terrain roughness and height factor 
                                                                                        K3=topography factor 
                                                                                        K4=importance factor for the cyclone region 

 

4. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND MODELING OF BUILDING IN ETABS 

 

The design details of low , medium, high rise buildings are presented in Table 2a,2b,2c.And the models are depicted 

in fig 7,8,9 respectively 
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Table2. Design details of Low Rise Buildings 

                                                                       G+5 Design  Details 

Type of structure RCC frame structure 

Number of stories(G+5) 6 stories 

Story to story height 3m 

Ground story height 3.5m 

Grade of concrete M30 for columns and slab 

M25 for Beams 

Thickness of slab 0.12m 

Thickness of wall 0.23m 

Beams size 0.3mx0.4m 

Column size 0.4mx0.6m 

Density For concrete 24KN/m
3
 

For brickwall 19KN/m
3 

 

Table 3. Design details of Medium rise buildings 

                                                                     G+10 Design  Details 

Type of structure RCC frame structure 

Number of stories(G+5) 11 stories 

Story to story height 3m 

Ground story height 3.5m 

Grade of concrete M30 for columns and slab 

M25 for Beams 

Thickness of slab 0.12m 

Thickness of wall 0.23m 

Beams size 0.3mx0.4m 

Column size 0.4mx0.6m 

Density For concrete 24KN/m
3 

For brickwall 19KN/m
3 

 

Table4.Design details of High rise buildings 

                                                                     G+15 Design  Details 

Type of structure RCC frame structure 

Number of stories(G+5) 16 stories 

Story to story height 3m 

Ground story height 3.5m 

Grade of concrete M30 for columns and slab 

M25 for Beams 

Thickness of slab 0.12m 

Thickness of wall 0.23m 

Beams size 0.3mx0.4m 

Column size 0.4mx0.6m 

Density For concrete 24KN/m
3 

For brickwall 19KN/m
3 

 

MODELS IN ETABS 

a.Low Rise Building (G+5) 

 
Fig 7. Model 1 
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b. Medium Rise Building (G+10)  

 
Fig 8. Model 2 

 

 

c. High Rise Building (G+15)  

 
Fig9.Model 3 

 

5.RESULTS AND DISUSSIONS 

5.1STOREY DRIFT 

Drift is defined as the lateral displacement. Storey drift is the drift of a multistory building relative to the level 

below. Inter storey drift is the difference between the roof and floor displacements of any given storey as the 

buildings ways during the earthquake, normalized by the storey height. For example, for a 10 foot high storey, an 

inter storey drift of 0.10 indicates that the roof is displaced one foot in relation to the floor below. 

a.G+5 

Table 5. Drift Values (meters)in terrain categories 

 
      fig 10..Drift values(meters)in terrain categories 

 

From the above graph it was concluded that the storey drift (lateral displacement) has less values 

in terrain category 4. So the effect of wind load is less for the building in terrain category 4 for 

low rise buildings. Thepercentage reduction of drift in low rise buildings are comparison between 

terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 50% ,50%in terrain category 2 and terrain 

category 4, and 50% in terrain category 3 and terrain category 4. 

b. G+10 
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Table 6. Drift Values(maters) in terrain categories 

 
In the same way of the low rise buildings (G+5).  

The value of storey drift (lateral displacement) has less value for Terrain category 4 compared to 

other terrain categories (Terrain category 1, Terrain category 2 and Terrain category 3). It was 

also concluded that the storey drift values are decreases from the top storey to bottom storey in 

each Terrain category. Thepercentage reduction of drift in medium rise buildings are comparison 

between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 38.46%,33.33%in terrain category 2 

and terrain category 4, and 27.27% in terrain category 3 and terrain category 4. 

c. G+15 

Table7. Drift Values(maters) in terrain categories 

 
Fig12. Drift Values(meters) in terrain categories 

The values of storey drift (lateral displacement values) have higher values in the high rise 

buildings than low rise buildings and medium rise buildings. And the value of storey drift 

(lateraldisplacement) has less value for Terrain category 4 compared to other terrain categories 

(Terrain category 1, Terrain category 2 and Terrain category 3). Thepercentage reduction of drift 

in high rise buildings are comparison between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 

29.73%, 25.71%in terrain category 2 and terrain category 4, and 16.12% in terrain category 3 

and terrain category 4. 

2.STOREY SHEARS AND OVER TURNING MOMENTS 

BUILDING TORQUE (T) 

Torque is a twisting or turning force that tends to cause rotation around an axis, which might be a 

center of mass or a fixed point 
 

a. G+5 
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Table 8:BuildingTorque(t)in terrain categories 

 
                        Fig13. Building torque(t)in terrain categories 

For the low rise buildings the value of building torque T has less value for the Terrain category 4 

than other terrain categories (Terrain category 1, Terrain category 2, and Terrain category 3). 

And also it was concluded that building torque has less values for the story 6 and maximum 

values for the story 1.Thepercentage reduction of drift in low rise buildings are comparison 

between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 50.93%, 46.08%in terrain category 2 

and terrain category 4, and 37.32% in terrain category 3 and terrain category 4. 

b.G+10 

   .Table9.BuildingTorque(t)in terrain categories 

 
Fig14. Building torque(t)in terrain categories 

In the case of medium rise buildings (G+10) the maximum value of building torque (T) was 

obtained at terrain category 1 and minimum value of building torque was obtained at terrain 

category 4. The building twist value is increases from top story to bottom story.Thepercentage 

reduction of drift in medium rise buildings are comparison between terrain category 1 and terrain 

category 4 various is 30.82%, 27.02%in terrain category 2 and terrain category 4, and 17.03% in 

terrain category 3 and terrain category 4. 
c.G+15 

   .Table9. BuildingTorque(t)in terrain categories 

 
Fig15. Building torque(t)in terrain categories 

The value of building torque (T) also has less value for the terrain category 4 than other terrain 

categories (i.e, terrain category 1, terrain category 2, and terrain category 3) in all the 

cases.Thepercentage reduction of drift in high rise buildings are comparison between terrain 
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category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 22.24%, 18.11%in terrain category 2 and terrain 

category 4, and 8.58% in terrain category 3 and terrain category 4. 
 

3.SHEAR FORCE (V) 

The shear force at the cross section of the beam may be defined as the un balanced vertical force 

to the right or left of the section. 
a.G+5 

Table11. Shear force (v)in terrain categories 

 
Fig16. Shear force (v)in terrain categories 

From the above table and graph it was observed that the maximum value of shear force was 

obtained for terrain category 1 and minimum value is obtained for terrain category 4. The shear 

force value increases from 6
th

 story to 1
st
 story in low rise buildings.Thepercentage reduction of 

drift in low rise buildings are comparison between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 

various is 50.93%, 46.07%in terrain category 2 and terrain category 4, and 37.32% in terrain 

category 3 and terrain category 4. 
    b.G+10 

Table12. Shear force (v)in terrain categories 

 
Fig17. Shear force (v)in terrain categories 

For the medium rise buildings also the shear force is minimum for terrain category 4 and 

maximum for the terrain category 1.Thepercentage reduction of drift in medium rise buildings are 

comparison between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 30.81%, 27%in terrain 

category 2 and terrain category 4, and 17.03% in terrain category 3 and terrain category 4. 
c.G+15  

Table13. Shear force (v)in terrain categories 

 
Fig18. Shear force (v)in terrain categories 

From the above tables and graphs the maximum value of shear force was obtained at terrain 

category 1 and minimum value of shear force was obtained at terrain category 4 in all cases. For 

the low rise buildings have less shear force values than medium rise and high rise buildings. The 
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less values of shear force will results in less deflection values.Thepercentage reduction of drift in 

high rise buildings are comparison between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 

22.25%, 18.10%in terrain category 2 and terrain category 4, and 8.57% in terrain category 3 and 

terrain category 4.. 

3.BENDING MOMENT (M) 

The bending moment at the cross section of the beam may be defined as the algebraic sum 0f the 

moments of the forces, to the right or left of the section 

a. G+5 

Table14. Bending moment M in terrain categories 

 
                       Fig19.Bending moment M in terrain categories 

From the above table and graph it was observed that the maximum value of bending moment was obtained for 

terrain category 1 and minimum value is obtained for terrain category 4. The Bending moment value increases from 

6
th

 story to 1
st
 story in low rise buildings. Thepercentage reduction of drift in low rise buildings are comparison 

between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 50.93%, 46.085%in terrain category 2 and terrain 

category 4, and 37.32% in terrain category 3 and terrain category 4.. 

b.G+10 

Table15. Bending moment M in terrain categories 

 
                      Fig19: Bending moment M in terrain categories 

For the medium rise buildings also the Bending moment is minimum for terrain category 4 and maximum for the 

terrain category 1in all stories. Thepercentage reduction of drift in medium rise buildings are comparison between 

terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 30.82%, 27.02%in terrain category 2 and terrain category 4, and 

17.035% in terrain category 3 and terrain category 4. . 

c.G+15 
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Table 16. Bending moment M in terrain categories       

 
   Fig21. Bending moment M in terrain categories 

 The same conclusion was made for the high rise buildings as we discussed for the low 

rise as well as medium rise buildings from the above graphs and tables. From the above tables 

and graphs the maximum value of bending moment was obtained at terrain category 1 and 

minimum value of shear force was obtained at terrain category 4 in all cases. For the low rise 

buildings have less Bending moment values than medium rise and high rise buildings. The less 

values of shear force will results in less deflection values.Thepercentage reduction of drift in high 

rise buildings are comparison between terrain category 1 and terrain category 4 various is 

22.22%, 18.11%in terrain category 2 and terrain category 4, and 8.58% in terrain category 3 and 

terrain category 4. 
CONCLUSIONS 

 

From the above study the following conclusions are made 

1. The values of storey drifts are constant in G+5 building model in all terrain categories  up to 2
nd

storey and 

it decreases to 1
st
storey this indicates there is less effect of wind in the low rise buildings 

2. In case of medium rise and high rise buildings value of storey drift  decreases from top storey to bottom 

storey (11
th

 to 1
st
 in medium rise buildings and 16

th
 to 1

st
 in High rise buildings).  The Higher drift values 

are obtained in terrain category 1 and lower drift values are obtained at terrain category 4. 

3. The maximum values of building torque (T) was obtained in terrain category 1 than remaining terrains. The 

value of building twist decreases from 6
th

storey to 1
st
storey due to fixed supports present in bottom of the 

building. 

4. The maximum values of Shear forces and Bending moments are obtained at terrain category 1. The forces 

and moments decrease from top story to bottom storey (6
th

 to 1
st
 in case of low rise buildings,11

th
 to 1

st
 in 

medium rise buildings and 16
th

 to 1
st
 in High rise buildings ) 

5. For the above conclusions the maximum values are obtained at terrain category 1 in all cases and minimum 

values are obtained in terrain category 4.From this it was concluded that there is no wind effect on 

buildings which are in terrain category 4 whencompredtoother terrain categories. 
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